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EgyptAftertheDisengagementofForces

Doubts at the Top

Not only by virtue of what happened after the 6th of October 1973 did

Anwar Sadat's image improve immensely in Egypt and abroad. Even when his

image was at its lowest after the so-called 'Year of Decision! there were

no potential rivals at the summit. Sadat has a tried and true method for

moulding the image of the supporting members of his executive. Since the

I4th May 1971 Sadat has not hesitated to neutralize any outstanding per-

sonality (the list is long) however popular, and to replace him with some-

one else, who is utterly devoted to him.

It is Sadat's practice to take men whom he himself has advanced and have

them participate in talks of various kinds, but he is the one who makes the

final decisions. However, it transpires that in Egypt after the disengage-

ment of forces there appeared the first inklings of displeasure on the part

of his top men with Sadat's sole right of making decisions particularly in

his own unorthodox fashion.

In the main this applies to the swing he has taken towards the U.S.A. on

the one hand, and the tenser relationship with the U.S.S.R. on the other,

against the background of the disengagement agreement and all it entails.

At least one instance is known of a senior politician (apparently his ad-

visor on national security and the head of his office, Dr. Hafed Ismail -

today Ambassador to Moscow) who expressed caution against the "hastily-

conceived attitudes of the President towards the U.S.A. and the neglect

of the sacred friendship with the U.S.S.R.". Ismail even tried to gain

the support of five other top men for his outlook vis-à-vis Sadat's actions,

and it is assumed that at least one of them was prepared to go along with

him.  
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An Alliance Between the Communists and the Orthodox Moslems

Although Ismail is no longer one of the top men in Egypt and although the

one politician who was prepared to listen to him continues to belong formally

to the higher echelons but has been effectively neutralized, the phenomenon

itself is significant as regards future developments. If stirrings of unrest

have appeared (and meanwhile, disappeared) within the Egyptian ruling clique

in connection with this limited issue of being dragged towards the 5

then amongst the rank and file who are hostile to the regime there is total

opposition to Sadat in this connection as well as in the way he handles

many other issues.

In Cairo University, and particularly in the Faculty of Economics and

Political Science, it is possible to find pro-Soviet and pro-Chinese

Communists, leftists who support the terrorist groups (primarily Palestinians)

and pro-Libyan Moslems. They constitute every shade of the political

spectrum in opposition to the regime, and despite the differences in their

motivation and the disagreements between them, their aims are the same. One

of the leaflets which was distributed in Cairo University spoke about “the

problem of confrontation with Imperialism and Zionism", and contained the

main credo of the group framework.

It should be noted that the leaders of these different groups prefer to

ignore controversial questions when it comes to issues for which activities

are combined. For example, the Soviet Communists are not in agreement with

their Chinese colleagues regarding the positive or negative role of the

U.S.S.R. Since on that topic the two groups have several differences of

opinion the U.S.S.R is not mentioned in the leaflet at all.

The Leaflet Opposing Sadat's Policy

The leaflet states that the 6th of October proved two basic truths - (1)

the greatness of Egyptian willpower. Israel could be defeated by a

decisive people and this is not merely a question of amassing armaments and

agreeing to shameful solutions offered by American imperialists. The point

upon which the various groups agree is over the question of war and peace.  
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(Sauers version of peace) is the páth of surrender (as the terrorists.call

1 צב | "Therefore we warnagainst accepting any compromise solution pre- / |

-sented by the Americans (a frequently-used slogan in the Arab-Communist.

“lexicon). We condem talks with Israel in any shape or form (well-known

“Libyan phraseology). For twenty-five years we refused to hold talks with

- peace nor war, with all our national forces being worm dowm. Obvious ly we

cannot come to terms with American imperialism. There is no altemative to

— a long campaign, in which the army will Lead the way as the vanguard of a.

“nation mobilised in every way for the confrontation with Israel. He reject

— every American imperialist peace plan, beginning with Resolution No. 242

“amd including Resolution No. 358 and the Sia-Points Agreement. We -condem

the talks at Kilometre 101 amd oppose the Geneva Conference. We. oppose the

reneual of diplomatic relations with the American enemy EE taken
יו

jointly from Communist, Palestinian and pro-Libyan texts).₪5<

.. ו elements do not forego their right to be represented in any

* clarification of the issue, and this accounts for the following clause:

“me oppose any plan which threatens the armed Palestinian national struggle.". SA

feto“The same applies to the Communists, who cannot specifically mention the

0U.S.S.R. for the reasons outlined above, and consequently phrase their
“ resolution thus: "We fight against the claims that we cannot fight against

“America and that America can be brought to a neutral position amd em be
3

A convinced that her interests are with 5 Arabe rather than with Israel..."
ג₪:\

- דו activities of elements hostile to the regime are not confined to the

8 and are not necessarily implemented conjointly and by means of

5 Each ו has its own separate activities inside he univer-. | 
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to the pro-Libyan Moslems), the mobilisation of supporters through finance,

attempts to infiltrate into Government Ministries, etc. In addition, all

the groups concern themselves (recently at an increased rate) with spreading

rumours about 'failings of the rulers'. Of these groups, the most important

are the Communists.

(Article in Hebrew by Oded Zarai, published in the Hebrew press)

 


